
Library Furniture

en v i s i o n  d e s i g n  c r eate
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Quality veneers and finely crafted details  
combine to make your library a space that will 
be enjoyed for generations to come. Whether you 
choose from our collection of standard designs or a 
custom solution, we can help complete your vision.
Public Library featuring - Our Charleston Collection.
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Public Library featuring - Our Lexington Collection with  
Bookmark Chairs.



�� Metro Table with Princeton Chairs



��WCT Table with Malibu End Bookcase with Malibu Slatwall End
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I find that when 
I come out of the 
library I'm in what 
I call the library 
bliss of being totally 
taken away from the 
distractions of life.
~ Tracy Chevalier, 
Author

�

What will it be? You decide: You can set your space apart using a  
variety of custom designed components and a variety of materials.

This project features linoleum worksurfaces, custom designed steel  
components, and acrylic panels. The architect used this as a transition 
area from an existing library to a renovated teen area.

Public Library featuring - Custom designed furniture, 
                                                              Penchansky Whisler Architects.
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Imagine: From browsing to 
story time...this renovation 
features architect designed 
custom furniture with a  
variety of materials 
and shapes.

Public Library featuring - Custom designed    
             furniture, David Milling Architects.
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The public library is more than a repository of books.  It's a 
mysterious, wondrous place with the power to change lives.
~ Chicago Tribune literary editor Elizabeth Taylor
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What a project!  Our 
largest and most  
notable project to 
date.  The scope of the 
Indianapolis-Marion 
County Public Library 
project consisted of 
seven floors of custom 
designed products, not 
to mention custom 
ordered materials of 
select rift cut white 
oak, brass table accents, 
acrylic panels and even 
granite toe kicks on the 
wood shelving.  The 
end panels for the steel 
shelving also had a twist 
as they were curved to 
incorporate wire management 
for the lighting.

We can meet your needs both large and small, both standard and 
customized.                                      can take your ideas and make 
them a reality.

Public Library featuring - Custom designed furniture, 
                                                 Wollen, Molzan and Partners, Inc.
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Libraries are a great place for schools to  
project  a forward facing attitude. 

~George Mathey, Dober, Lidsky Mathey1�



1�1�Custom Designed Table

Community College Library featuring - Custom designed furniture, 
                                                                         Tower Pinkster Titus

Custom Designed Display

Custom Designed End Panel
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Bookmark Mobile Octagonal Display

Bookmark Table with Steel Legs

Custom Display Case

                                offers an assortment of 
display pieces made to accommodate media of 
the past, present and future
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Charleston Table

Metro Table and Cambridge Chairs

OTZ Table

Custom Table

GTX Table
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Circulation desks are often 
times the centerpiece of a 
library.  Whether it be the main 
circulation desk, a reference 
desk or a children's desk, look 
to                        
to build to your needs and 
specifications.  All of our desks 
are constructed with sequenced 
veneered fronts to provide a 
high quality centerpiece.

Custom Cantilevered 
Desk with Elevated Solid 
Surface Transaction Top

Custom Circulation Desk with 
Mahogany and Cherry Veneer Inlays

Modified Heritage Circulation Desk with Two-Tone Finish Palette
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Keystone Circulation Desk

Custom Reference Desk with Waterfall Stone Front



We can personalize or customize our furniture 
to meet your unique needs.  Options are endless, 
your vision can become reality.
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Here is where people, 
One frequently finds, 
Lower their voices 
and raise their minds.
~Richard Armour, 
"Library"
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If You Build It They Will Come:  
Why not let us help you create childrens' 
spaces that will keep them begging to come 
back. From themed desks and computer 
furniture to our custom trees and  
bookstack seats, we can help make your 
area interesting and fun!

Create a  
magical  

environment  
for  

storytelling 
with a  

reading tree.



892 Industrial Park Drive
Shelby, MI  49455
P: 231.861.2194   F: 231.861.6678
www.mediatechnologies.com
e-mail: sales@mediatechnologies.com

Furniture by Silver Street, Inc.


